Wet Yur Whistle
Available in Tote or Gallon Jug Hot or Cold Teas

*Serves 8 - 10 Guests

Sweet Tea
UnSweet Tea
Peach Tea - Fine loose leaf black tea lightly flavored with peach and blended with real
fruit pieces
Jasmine - It features 1st grade green tea leaves that are lightly scented with jasmine
blossoms to create a very aromatic and flavorful infusion-weight loss aide
Earl Grey- Blended Indian & Ceylon Teas - Flavored with oil of bergamot, extracted from the
rind of bergamot oranges
Passion Fruit - Fine flavored black tea, lightly flavored with passion fruit & real fruit pieces
Strawberry White Wine - This white tea features a mix of fruit, rose petals, and marigold pieces,
topped with strawberry flavoring
Peppermint - One of the oldest herbal teas, Peppermint leaves are brisk & refreshing, has a
cool menthol flavor-caffeine free
Green Rooibos - This green variety has an earthier & heavier flavor-caffeine free
Honeybush - This herbal red tea is naturally sweet and mellow, like a mild honey-caffeine free
*Included with all beverages: Ice, Ice Bowl, Ice Spoon, Cups, and Condiments for Specific Beverages

Coffee - Decaf or Regular or Flavored - Tote or Gallon Jug
All coffees are available in Regular or Decaf
Coffee
French Roast Colombian - This coffee has a full, robust flavor, creating a medium body and
sweet tasting coffee with a rich flavor
Italian Roast Espresso - It is very heavy & rich in flavor
City Roast Colombian Supremo - maintains the qualities of the light roast, while creating a
heavier body
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Wet Yur Whistle
continued

Coffee - Decaf or Regular or Flavored - Tote or Gallon Jug
Flavored
Vermont Maple Crunch - A savory nutty taste that accompanies the Vermont maple ﬂavoring, lightly
roasted blend of beans
Jamaican Me Crazy - A topical blend of vanilla, caramel, and Café Maria Liqueur, lightly
roasted blend of beans
Sinful Delight - A blend of chocolate, hazelnut, and caramel flavors, lightly roasted blend of
beans
Irish Cream - This coffee classic features a buttery blend of Irish whiskey and cream flavors
with a sweet almond & hazelnut aroma, lightly roasted blend of beans
Hazelnut - Rich & nutty, right up there with chocolate, lightly roasted blend of beans
French Vanilla - French Vanilla is not a vanilla flavor at all, but a term used to describe the
French method of making ice cream using egg yolks, cream, and vanilla pods. The unique
flavor and aroma came to be called French Vanilla. Lighlty roasted blend of beans
Caramel Royale - Our rich and creamy caramel flavoring with just a hint of vanilla performs
wonderfully on our light roasted blend of beans

Other Beverages
Juice (Apple, Orange, Grapefruit, Pineapple, Cranberry)
Homemade Fruit Punch
Homemade Lemonade
Pink Lemonade
Hot Chocolate (Mini Marshmellows included)
Sparkling Cider
2-Liter Pepsi or Coke Products
Pepsi or Coke (Individual Cans)
Bottled Water
*Included with all beverages: Ice, Ice Bowl, Ice Spoon, Cups, and Condiments for Specific Beverages
History of Tea

“Tea” refers to the aromatic beverage prepared from the cured leaves by combination with hot or boiling water, and is the colloquial name for the
Camellia sinensis plant itself. Tea is one of mostly widely used, after water.
The term “herbal tea” usually refers to an infusion or tisane of leaves, flowers, fruit, herbs or other plant material that contains no Camellia sinensis.

History of Coffee

The history of coffee has been recorder as far back as the ninth century. At first, coffee remained largely confined to Ethiopia, where its native beans
were first cultivated by the Ethiopian highlanders.
The word “coffee” entered English in 1598 via Italian caffe. There are several legendary accounts of the origin of the drink itself.
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